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From the Editor’s desk…

Guess Who?! Given at the bottom of each page are the tips that will lead on to the photo of the person 
on the last page.

Our special thanks to the families of Sanmarites for adding that extra colour to this edition.

‘Scribbles’ has been reaching you since October 2010 doing its wee bit in ‘bringing colour to your lives’. I take this opportunity 
to thank Sanmarites and their families for making this endeavour more meaningful by their enthusiastic and exemplary support 
– the numerous contributions by way of articles, pictures, snippets, paintings and drawings etc., bear evidence to this. 

Our attempt at increasing involvement of readers and their creativity led us to this issue theme ‘COLOURS’.

We allotted a colour to different locations:

We asked for contributions about that particular colour. Each page of this issue is 
devoted to one colour. The variety of information and thoughts brought together is 
interesting and impressive. I hope you will agree with me. 

Wouldn’t it be terrible? Wouldn’t it be sad? 
If just one single colour was the colour that we had? 
If everything was red? Or blue? Or green? 
If yellow, purple, or orange was all that could be seen? 
Can you just imagine how dull world would be 
If just one single colour was all we got to see?

Our lives are made up of different colours, derived from nature. Colours could be used to describe phases of our lives, moods 
etc. A balance of these colours is inevitable. Let’s learn to enjoy each of them.

Ciao until next issue. 

Orange Chennai HO

Purple  Mettur 

Black  Berigai 

White  Branches 

Red  Viralimalai

Green  Karaikal 

Blue  Cuddalore

Yellow  Karapakkam

1. D Jishnu, S/o P Dhandapani, Electrical 
Maintenance, Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
2. S Jeyanthi, W/o P Sathiyamoorthi, Production, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
3. Rampriya & Vishnupriya, D/o SR Venkatesan, 
Mechanical Maintenance, Chemplast Sanmar, 
Mettur.
4. G Manikandan, S/o S Gajendiran, Operations, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
5. T Padmavathy, D/o S Thiruvengadathan, 
Systems, Karapakkam.
6. S Vandana, D/o V Subramanian, Plant Services, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
7. SP Mukesh, S/o P Sathiyamoorthi, Production, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
8. R Sricharan Krithick, S/o P Rajendran, Civil, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
9. S Arthi, D/o P Sathiyamoorthi, Production, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
10. MV Raksha, D/o Muralidharan, Stores, Sanmar 
Speciality Chem, Berigai.
11. S Kanishkar, S/o M Senthilkumar, Accounts, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.
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Obviously, Red!!!

Red is a primary colour indicating love, passion, anger, 
danger, fi re, power, emergency, attention, alert, celebration, 
good luck, communism, prosperity.

Red is the hottest of the warm colours.

Physiological effects
Increasing the rate of respiration, raising blood 
pressure, physical exertion.

Psychological effects
Induces hunger, good appetiser, (recall KFC, 
Marybrown, and famous food restaurants 
name boards in red).

Awareness red
Various diseases and conditions (i.e. HIV/
AIDS, blood disorders, congenital heart 

defects, diabetes, head and neck cancer, heart disease),  
fi refi ghters, and hospital care.

Where to use red
• Steals the show and avoids sinking in the background, 

(most bridal costumes).

• Use the colour red to grab attention and to get people to 
take action.

• Use red to suggest speed combined with confi dence and 
perhaps even a dash of danger.

• A little bit of red goes a long way. Small doses can often be 
more effective than large amounts of this strong color.

• Multiple shades of red in your plate or dining room is a 
good appetiser.

Vanaja Mathan Raj, W/o T Mathan Raj, Production, 
Sanmar Foundries, Viralimalai.

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 1: He was born on April 6, 1483 in Urbino, Italy and died on April 6, 1520 the same date he was 
born.

Lobsters are long-lived animals, and 
are thought to be capable of living 
over 100 years.

The feathers of the Iiwi were used by 
Native Hawaiians to create robes for 
nobility.

An Apple a day keeps the doctor 
away. A Rose is a rose is a rose.

Paint the 
town red
–celebrate, 

go out 
partying.

Little Red Riding Hood!

Blood Groups 
Austrian Karl Landsteiner discovered human blood groups 
that made blood transfusions safer.

Mixing blood from two individuals can lead to blood clumping 
or agglutination. The clumped red cells can crack and cause toxic 
reactions. This can have fatal consequences. Karl Landsteiner 
discovered that blood clumping was an immunological reaction 
which occurs when the receiver of a blood transfusion has 
antibodies against the donor blood cells.

The most common type of grouping is the 
ABO (either uppercase or lowercase grouping. 
The varieties of glycoprotein coating on red 
blood cells divides blood into four groups:

• A (A oligosaccharide is present)

• B (B oligosaccharide is present)

• AB (A and B oligosaccharides are present)

• O (neither A nor B, only their precursor 
      H oligosaccharide present)

There are subtypes under this grouping (listed 
as A1, A2, A1B or A2B…) some of which are quite rare. Apart 
from this there is a protein which plays an important part 
in the grouping of blood. This is called the Rh factor. If this 
is present, the particular blood type is called positive. If it is 
absent, it is called negative. 

Colour! Colour! What colour do you choose?

Donate Blood
Save Life!

In a carrom board, red is 
the vital coin and the board 
is complete if the red is 
followed by a coin. Likewise 
behind every successful man 
there is a woman. She is his 
backbone in every aspect of 
life.

Harini, D/o G Adalarasan, Operations, Sanmar Foundries, 

Viralimalai.

S Lalithakumar, W/o R Sukumar, 
Industrial Relations, Sanmar Foundries, Viralimalai.
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Green

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 2: Working out of his father’s workshop, he gained a reputation as one of the most skilled artists in 
Urbino, Italy

Green Parakeet pairs usually fi nd 
holes in trees to nest in where it lays 
3-4 eggs.

Magnesium present in Guavas helps 
in relaxing our nerves and muscles. 

This sweet little fl ower Green 
Carnation is sometimes overlooked 
when arranged in a bouquet.

Some Frogs can jump over 20 times 
their own body length; that is like a 
human jumping 30m.

• Watch your water table. Look for ways 
to save water around the house, and 
encourage others to do the same.

• Reduce, reuse, and recycle! When we  
buy stuff, let us try to make sure it will 
last a long time and can serve multiple 
purposes.

•  Green your closet. You can certainly be green without wearing 
green. The fi rst rule is to never throw clothing away; always 
donate it to a charitable organisation so that someone else can 
reuse it.

• Grow your own food. If you have access to some land, maybe 
you can practice sustainable agriculture. If all you have is a 
balcony, you can still grow plants like beans and peas, tomatoes, 
and herbs in pots.

• Enjoy the outdoors. Communing with nature is more resource-
friendly than going to movies or restaurant or mall.

• Go organic. Preservatives and substitutes aren't doing our 
body any good. Find certifi ed organic food for use.

• Rely on natural light. Go outdoors and leave the lights off 
for as long as possible. Rely on sunlight and beeswax candles 
for lighting.

• Make your next event a green one. Just because you want 
to go green doesn't mean you need to cut back on the good 
times. Green events still enable you to celebrate and be 
healthy and environment-friendly at the same time.

Chlorophyll is derived from the Greek word meaning 
‘green leaf ’. It is a green pigment found in plants. Chlorophyll 
is critical in photosynthesis, which allows plants to absorb 
energy from light. Chlorophyll absorbs light most strongly in 
the blue portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, followed by 
the red portion. Conversely, it is a poor absorber of green and 
near-green portions of the spectrum, hence the green colour of 
chlorophyll-containing tissues. Chlorophyll was fi rst isolated 
by Joseph Bienaimé Caventou and Pierre Joseph 
Pelletier in 1817.

Chillies are the life and soul of hearty Indian meal. 
Hot green chillies can enhance the fl avour of any 
food. Chillies are low in fats and cholesterol and rich in vitamin 
A & C. Is a strong antioxidant, it also helps to repair wounds 
and to maintain bones and teeth. It delays early aging of skin 
and prevents common cold and cough. Capsaicin present in 
green chillies helps in weight loss as it helps to burn calories. 

A Ashwini, W/o CM Thirunavakkarasu, Instrumentation, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Karaikal.

It’s green everywhere 
Green is everywhere in perceptual world. Green is the colour 
of nature and it symbolises growth, harmony, freshness and 
fertility. From colour psychology perspective, it is a great balance 
of the heart and the emotions, creating an equilibrium between 
the head and heart. Green colour is the sanctuary away from 
the stress of modern living and restoring us back to a sense of 

well being. It is an emotionally positive colour. 
Green light or green fl ag means go ahead. Green 
card permits permanent residence in U.S.  

Green is the most important colour in Islam. 
The colour of the banner of Mohammed is 
green. Many national fl ags contain green. 
Our motherland keeps this famous green in 
the base of the national fl ag which represents 
India’s wealth & growth. 
• Billiards tables are covered with green 
woolen sheet. 

• Gambling tables are traditionally green in colour.   
• Tennis courts are green.    
• In the 19th century, hunters wore green dresses known as 
Huntergreen.
• Green belt in Karate and Judo symbolises a level of 
profi ciency.

S Manavalan, Production, Chemplast Sanmar, Karaikal.

Try Me!

Green for safety
Green has strong emotional correspondence with 
safety. Green as opposed to red means safety; it is the 
colour of free passage in road traffi c.

Green is used to indicate safety when advertising drugs 
and medical products. Green is directly related to 
nature, so you can use it to promote ‘green’ products. 
Dull, dark green is commonly associated with money 
- the fi nancial world, banking and wallstreet. 

Vijaya, W/o R Muthukannu, Mechanical Maintenance, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Karaikal. 

Green thumb
-ability to make 

things grow, 
a talent for 
gardening.
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A Blue Whale’s tongue alone can 
weigh as much as an elephant and 
heart is as large as a small car.

Blue Jays are known for their 
intelligence and complex social 
systems with tight family bonds.

Blueberries help lower the risk of 
developing age-related diseases such as 
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. 

Delft Blue-Beautifully scented, it is 
surely the best with large heads in the 
softest sky-blue.

Why the sky is 
blue?
The sky is blue 
because the 
atmosphere tends 
to scatter shorter 
wavelength (blue) 
light to a greater 
extent than longer 
wavelength (red) light. Blue light from the sun is scattered 
everywhere, much more than the other colours. So when 
we look up at the daytime sky, we see blue no matter where 
we look. This scattering is called ‘Rayleigh scattering’; the 
amount of scattering goes as the frequency of the light to the 
4th power.

Blue statements
Blue is a cool colour, it’s the colour of the sky and sea. It 
symbolises stability, loyalty, confi dence, intelligence and 
peace. Read the facts!

• Studies show weightlifters are able to handle heavier 
weights in blue gyms.

• In ancient Rome, blue was worn by the public servants, 
which marked the beginning of the idea for today’s police 
uniforms in many countries.

• In factories, blue often marks equipment to be repaired.

• Blue is associated with airmail and the navy.

• It is the colour most preferred by men.

• The colour blue has a Biblical meaning symbolising 
heavenly grace. 

• 8% of the world’s population has blue eyes.

• In the UK, a blue ribbon can be the symbol of testicular 
cancer awareness.

• In the United States post offi ce mailboxes are typically 
blue.

• Mosquitoes are attracted to the colour blue twice as much 
as to any other colour.

• Owl is the only bird that can see the colour blue!

• Studies opine that wearing blue 
while making a speech helps us 

remember what we want to 
say, and it helps us say it with 
ease and fl air.

• The ancient Egyptians used 
lapis lazuli, which is blue, to 

represent heaven. 

• While blue helps calm us and 
invokes feelings of restfulness, 
too much blue may result in 

insecurity, pessimism, feeling tired or 
depression.

• In meditation blue crystals and stones, 
such as turquoise, celestite, blue quartz, 

sodalite, and blue topaz help to create 
balance.

G Purushothaman, Personnel, Chemplast Sanmar, 

Cuddalore.

Once in a 
blue moon

-a rare 
occurrence

Blue jeans 
The iconic blue denim 
trousers known as jeans 
are found all over the 
world in a variety of 
cuts and styles. 

Often the term “jeans” 
refers to a particular 
style of pants, called 
“blue jeans” invented 
by Jacob Davis and 
Levi Strauss in 1873. 

As jeans were exported 
by sailors of Genoa 
throughout Europe, 

Gênes, the French word for Genoa, 
is the origin of the word “jeans”. 

Their sales exploded in 1873, when 
rivets were introduced, making 
them much sturdier. Hundreds 
of companies today make jeans 
ranging in style and price, and their 
popularity seems unlikely to wane, 
although various styles may fall in 
and out of fashion. This is probably 
because they are versatile, sturdy, and reasonably affordable.

Blue jeans 
The iconic blue denim 
trousers known as jeans 

Levi Strauss in 1873.

As 
by sailors of Genoa 
throughout Europe, 

• Studies opine that 

•
invokes feelings of restfulness, 
too much blue may result in 

insecurity, pessimism, feeling tired or 
depression.

• In meditation blue crystals and stones, 
such as turquoise, celestite, blue quartz, 

sodalite, and blue topaz help to create 
balance.

G Purushothaman
Cuddalore.

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 3: At seventeen he moved to the city of Perugia, where he worked with a famous artist named Pietro 
Perugino for four years.
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5Guess Who? ! Clue No. 4: Had a large workshop in Rome with at least fi fty students and assistants. Even other master 
painters came to Rome to work with him.

Yellow Rat Snakes like water and 
are very good swimmers.

Goldfi nches are among the strictest 
vegetarians in the bird world, 
selecting an entirely vegetable diet.

Mango - The King of fruits, is free 
from fat, sodium and cholesterol.

The Sunfl ower’s name is derived 
from the fl ower’s shape and image, 

which is often used to capture the sun.

That’s why smileys are yellow!
Yellow is the colour of happiness and a new beginning. It is 

the colour of radiance of the Sun. 
Yellow brings ray of hope. The 
sunfl ower brightens and blooms 
after seeing the sunrays and 
shares its happiness in the form 
of beautiful yellow fl owers. Yellow 
is spread all over the universe in 
the form of many fl owers, fruits 
and vegetables. Marigold, mango, 
capsicum, turmeric, butterfl ies are 

just a few in the list. The strength and sweetness that a ripe 
yellow banana gives remains unmatched by any other fruit. 
No ritual in India is complete without turmeric. School and 
college buses painted in yellow are a common sight in cities, 
alerting others to be careful when crossing these jumbo-sized 
vehicles. Yellow-a colour of luck, glitter and attraction-can 
even force a smile on the faces of people reluctant.

Srishti MK, D/o MG Krishna Kumar, IT, Sanmar Corporate Division, 
Karapakkam.

Naturally yellow
In the natural world yellow is 
the colour of sunfl ower, egg 
yolk, etc.

But conventionally yellow is the 
symbol of caution, optimism, of 
enlightenment and creativity!

Since 
it is the most visible colour of 
spectrum, it processes human eye 
fi rst. In Japan, it often represents 
courage. Yellow Australians ruled 
the cricketing fi eld more than a 
decade.

R Sreekanth, Sales, Flowserve Sanmar, 
Karapakkam.

Turmeric facts
• Known as golden spice of India. 

• The turmeric plants were cultivated by Harappan 
civilization earlier in the 3000 B.C. 

• It is basically a tropical plant of ginger family is the rhizome 
or underground stem, with a rough, segmented skin. 

• It looks much like ginger and turns things into a lovely 
orange-yellow shade.

• Turmeric is a known antioxidant, anti-infl ammatory and 
anti-carcinogenic agent.

• Turmeric stimulates digestion, supports the liver, and 
reduces intestinal permeability.

• Commonly used in curries, best-known in Indian and 
Thai cuisine, also used in many other countries. It is an 
essential ingredient in curry powder and also used in 
mustard blends and relishes.

• It is used in holy rituals. 

• It is popularly used in cosmetic industry for preparing 
herbal products. It is also used as a fabric dye, as well as for 
preparing natural hair dye.

• Turmeric is very low in cholesterol and sodium. It is also 
a good source of vitamin C and magnesium, and a very 
good source of dietary fi bre, vitamin B6, iron, potassium 
and manganese.

Yellow bellfl owers blossom at Karapakkam

Clicked by K Jeevanandam, Sales, Flowserve Sanmar, Chennai. 

Lemon rice
Enjoy lemon rice - Mix 
rice with raisins and 
cashews and season with 
turmeric, cumin and 
coriander.

A yellow 
streak

 -cowardice 
in character
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Guess Who? ! Clue No. 1: Text to comeGuess Who? ! Clue No. 5: He always drew many sketches and drawings when planning his major works and 
paintings. 

One of the most symbolic festivals in the 
country is called “Holi.” Holi is the festival of 
colour — a festival that celebrates the victory of 
good over evil and a celebration of the arrival of 
spring and harvests to come. It’s the festival of 
colours, emotions, and happiness.

Holi is so beautiful to watch; as the entire 
atmosphere gets fi lled with the clouds of 
colours...And, as if to match with the cheerful 
mood of the people, nature itself wears its best 
and most colourful clothes. The central ritual of 
Holi is the throwing and applying of coloured 
water and powders on friends and family. Come 
Holi, the country is painted in mesmerising 
hues of blues, yellows, magentas, greens, violets, 
and more.

Macaws are long-tailed, often colourful parrots. Macaws are native to Central 
America, South America, and formerly the Caribbean. Most species are associated 
with forests, especially rainforests. A macaw’s facial feather pattern is as unique 
as a fi ngerprint. Sometimes macaws are hybridized for the pet trade. Hybrids are 

typical macaws, with the only 
difference from true species 
being their genetics 
and their colours. 
There are 19 
species of macaws, 
including extinct 
and critically 
endangered 
species.

Colour is one of the fundamental attributes of a diamond and colour 
grades actually refer to how colourless or “white” a stone is. Diamond colour is 
graded according to the colour scale, from D to Z, where D is rated as the most 
colourless, and therefore the most sought after and expensive. Further down the 
scale, the colours become more yellow and fi nally brown. Stones graded I and below 
alter in colour and any diamonds graded J and below will be slightly tainted.  

 are long-tailed, often colourful parrots. Macaws are native to Central 
America, South America, and formerly the Caribbean. Most species are associated 
with forests, especially rainforests. A macaw’s facial feather pattern is as unique 
as a fi ngerprint. Sometimes macaws are hybridized for the pet trade. Hybrids are 

typical macaws, with the only 
difference from true species 
being their genetics 
and their colours. 
There are 19 
species of macaws, 
including extinct 
and critically 
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Colours

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 7: Text to comeGuess Who? ! Clue No. 1: Text to come

A rainbow is an optical and 
meteorological phenomenon that 
is caused by both reflection and 
refraction of light in water droplets 
in earth’s atmosphere, resulting 
in a spectrum of light appearing 
in the sky. It takes the form of a 
multicoloured arc. All rainbows are 
full circles, however, the average 
observer only sees approximately 
the upper half of the arc, the 
illuminated droplets above the 
horizon from the observer’s line of 
sight. 

A Kaleidoscope is a cylinder with mirrors 
containing loose, coloured objects such as 
beads or pebbles and bits of glass. As the 
view er looks into one end, light entering 
the other creates a colourful pattern, due to 
the reflection of the mirrors. Coined in 1817 
by Scottish inventor Sir David Brewster, 
“kaleidoscope” is derived from the Ancient 
Greek (kalos), “beautiful, beauty”, (eidos), 
“that which is seen: form, shape” and 
(skopeô), “to look to, to examine”, hence 
“observation of beautiful forms.”

Gemstones - Many believe that colours have the powers to influence our 
emotions, our actions and respond to various people, things and ideas. 
Coloured gemstones are especially powerful as these seem to contain energies 
that can make or break our lives. 

Ruby Emerald Sapphire

Pearl Amethyst Garnet Onyx

Topaz

Guess Who? ! Clue No.6: He was very close with both Pope Julius II and Pope Leo X. 777
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8 Guess Who? ! Clue No. 7: He was invited to decorate some of the rooms (called “stanze”) in the Vatican by Pope Julius II.

Bringing light to lives
Can anyone spend the whole life in a room painted black?! 
Even if there is no white shade in 
the wall, we cannot stand and spend 
fruitful and effective time in that 
kind of an area. The same way if 
there is no white shade in the person, 
he / she cannot stand in this world 
of 4G speed and competition.

Any dark colour can be lightened up 
by adding white. Similarly, a good 
friendship can enlighten our dark 
and lonely roads by providing light.

Our cornea in the eye is white, which shows eternal happiness 
and sorrows. 

Jelam Vazir, Sister of Parth Maheshkumar Bhavsar,  
Sales, Xomox Sanmar, Surat.

Respect!! White Tigers burning 
bright, We’ll not let you fade outta 
sight,That’s our promise for you… we’ll 
fight!! “Better to live one year as a tiger 
than hundred as a sheep”
Yash S Shaha, Sales, Tyco Sanmar, Pune. 

White Peacocks are not albinos, 
but have a genetic mutation which 
causes lack of pigmentation.

The White Berries are not edible to 
humans but delicious for birds and 
other wildlife.

White Lily has a basal rosette of 
leaves through the winter, which die 
back in summer. 

-a harmless 
lie

The colour of peace  
The white flag is an internationally recognised protective sign 
of truce or ceasefire, and request for negotiation. 

It is also used to symbolise surrender, since it is often the 
weaker military party which requests negotiation. 

A white flag signifies to all that 
an approaching negotiator 
is unarmed, with an intent 
to surrender or a desire to 
communicate. 

Persons carrying or waving a 
white flag are not to be fired 
upon, nor are they allowed to 
open fire.

Raju K Davis, Support Services, 
Flowserve Sanmar, Mumbai.

Goodness of milk
Milk is packed with essential nutrients and has more nutrients 
than any other single food. Its versatility allows it to be consumed 

hot or cold, to be used to make milkshakes 
and smoothies, and to be added to coffees, 
teas and hot cocoa for added nutritional 
value. Research has found that milk and milk 
products are important in the prevention 
of osteoporosis, they reduce cardiovascular 
disease, decrease incidence of colon cancer, 
decrease insulin resistance (diabetes) and help 

with weight management.  

How healthy is your smile?
The teeth are the hardest substances in the 
human body. Besides being essential for 
chewing, the teeth play an important role 
in speech.
Just as white, straight teeth convey youth, 
a smile with crooked, discoloured, worn, 
or missing teeth is associated with an 
aged look. The adage ‘long in the tooth,’ 
used to describe older persons, reflects 
the fact that gum disease causes gums 
to recede and teeth to appear longer as 
a result.
Keeping a youthful mouth comes down 

to two simple, proven, and practical steps:
• Brush and floss daily.
• See your dentist every six months

Purity, thy name is white.

The colour white projects purity, cleanliness, and neutrality. 
Doctors don white coats, brides traditionally wear white 
gowns, and a white picket fence surrounds a safe and happy 
home. Nature showers its love on us in the form of white 
snow, during winters.

White, at its most complete and purest form, is the colour 
of perfection. The meaning of the colour white is purity, 
innocence and wholesomeness.

White light encompasses all the colours 
of the spectrum, representing both the 
positive and negative aspects of all 
colours. Its basic feature is equality, 
implying fairness and impartiality, 
neutrality and independence.

Shivraman B, Sales,  
Flowserve Sanmar, Delhi.



Violet/Purple

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 8: Living in Florence from 1504 to 1507, he began painting a series of “Madonnas.” 9

Purple passion
Purple embodies the balance of red simulation 

and blue calm. Purple is a colour often well liked 
by very creative or eccentric types.

Purple effect :
•  Uplifting

•  Calms mind and nerves
•  Offers a sense of spirituality
•  Encourages creativity
Purple represents the planet Jupiter. Purple 
Prose is an elaborately written poem or 
paragraph in literature. Purple Heart is a medal 

awarded to a US soldier wounded in battle.
This is a colour that is subtle and sophisticated, or 

powerful and punchy.

Dr. D Valaiparameswaran, Medical Services, 
Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.

Violet in art
Violet played an important part in the 
religious paintings of the Renaissance. 
Angels and the Virgin Mary were often 
portrayed wearing violet robes -Madonna 
and child by Giott (1266–1320)

Many painters of the 19th century 
experimented with the uses of the colour 
violet to capture the subtle effects of light.  
Vincent Von Gogh (1853–1890) was 
one such avid student of colour theory. 
In England, Pre-Raphaelite painters 
like Arthur Hughes were particularly 
enchanted by purple and violet. This is 
April Love (1856).

R Doraisamy, Personnel, Chemplast Sanmar, 
Mettur.

Violet vegetables
Violet or Purple coloured vegetables and fruits have their own 
nutritional and health values. Just a few of them..

Purple Cabbage
Purple cabbage, more commonly known as 

red cabbage, is a colourful variety from the 
brassica family. It is common in salads, 
coleslaw, braised dishes and pickled 
treats. Purple cabbage has a low caloric 
density compared to other foods. 

Grapes
Grapes have a leathery covering and a fl eshy 
inside, similar to blueberries.There are more 
than 8,000 grape varieties from about 60 
species. The main types are American and 
European. It takes about 2.5 pounds of grapes 
to make one bottle of wine. Raisins are dried, sweet grapes. The 
drying happens naturally when the grapes are left in sunlight.

Purple Sea Star, is a common 
starfi sh found among the waters of the 
Pacifi c Ocean.

The violet-backed Starling is a 
relatively small species found widely in 
the woodlands and savannah forest. 

Although dried Figs are available 
throughout the year, there is nothing like 
the unique taste and texture of fresh fi gs. 

In the language of fl owers, Purple 
Lilacs symbolise the fi rst emotions 
of love.

I have a paint box, 
Many colours are in the box,
All the colours, I violate
But I like violet!

Violet is for royalty,
It makes me loyalty,
I like violet!
I love violet!!

Ultra Violet Radiation
The sun emits ultra violet rays. The UV rays are invisible to 
the human eye. But some insects like bumblebees can see 
them. UV rays are subdivided into UV-A, UV-B and UV-C. 
The UV-C ray doesn’t reach the earth surface. The UV-A ray 
affects the human skin by creating 
skin tan, pimples, skin shrinks, etc. 
The UV-B ray affects into the skin 
and does cellular damage. It changes 
the DNA and results in skin cancer. 
Fortunately, 95% of the UV-B rays 
is absorbed by the ozone layer. It 
affects not only the skin but also 
human eyes. 

R Nandha Kumar, 
S/o P Rajendran, 
Civil, Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.

Born to 
the purple
-of imperial 

status

drying happens naturally when the grapes are left in sunlight.

Ultra Violet Radiation

Eggplant
Eggplants contain many vitamins and minerals. 

Sometimes, the leaves and roots are juiced or 
boiled to make a tonic for several health disorders 
including throat and stomach troubles, asthma, 
skin diseases, rheumatism, infl ammation, foot pain, 
coughs, toothache, or as a general stimulant.
R Doraisamy, Personnel, Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.

Purple cabbage, more commonly known as 
red cabbage, is a colourful variety from the 

G

Violet has many shades,
But it never fades!
Blushing blossoms of violet 
are smiling,
But I am laughing!

Violet has many uses,
We can’t say it is useless,
Try violet!
Don’t be violent!

S Keerthana, D/o V Subramanian, Plant Services, Chemplast Sanmar, Mettur.

Violence

and blue calm. Purple is a colour often well liked 
by very creative or eccentric types.

Purple effect :
• Uplifting

•

This is a colour that is subtle and sophisticated, or 
powerful and punchy.
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Or
an
ge

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 10: Widely regarded as the leading artistic fi gure of Italian High Renaissance classicism.

Orange cheek Accama Mam
The e-dictionary is going to draw a red line when you type the 
word “colour”. So let me spell this as “color”. I hope my English 
Mam sitting in heaven would excuse me with a chubby red and 
yellow complexioned, orange cheek. 

Yes, my Mam could only have an orange cheek. So pleasant and 
tranquil looking was she! Many times I thought of pinching her 
cheek while playing with her. So vibrant was she. The rays of 
morning sun always bowed in front of the warmth she showed 
on us. 

She was so creative that she made us write poetry. The poem that 
she loved was kept in her heart correcting the mistakes. She was 
generous enough not to disclose the grammatical errors in open. 

Whenever we were bored and depressed, she made us rejoice by 
her spontaneous laughter and she was so caring that tears rolled 
down from her eyes when we fell down. 

Always positive and motivating was she. I learned to read and write 
but she did not teach me! She never taught, but made us learn.

Today I am confi dent. I am ready to face the competition. I am 
bold to take risks. I am extrovert enough to bring my Mam in 
front of you.

Mam, I would not have reached this position in life without you. 
You are my leader. You are my fi rst love! 

KA Ravindran, Sales, Chemplast Sanmar, HO.

Fox lives in small family groups, and 
are opportunistic feeders that hunt 
live prey.

Orange Bishop, small weaver fi nch 
live in open savanna habitats with 
tall shrubs and trees.

Orange was fi rst used as the name 
for a colour in 1542.

Marigolds need lots of sunshine and 
grow in almost any soil.

Colour orange
When we think of the word orange, the fruit orange is 
the one that comes to our mind. Actually the word orange 
originated from the ripe orange fruit and it has been derived 
from the Sanskrit word “naranga”. Before this colour orange 
was introduced to the English, it was referred to as yellow-red, 

which is also evident 
from the optical 
side, where orange 
is between the 
spectrum of yellow 
and red.  

Orange can be 
easily seen in dim 
light or against 
the water, making 
it an automatic 
colour choice for 
life jackets, rafts 
or buoys. In most 

parts of Chennai, where metro rail work is in progress, we 
can see workers wearing jackets in orange colour, which is 
essentially for other people to see them working.

The colour orange is associated 
in various dimensions in different 
continents. In Europe and America, 
it is associated with amusement, 
the autumn season, whereas it is 
an important symbolic colour of 
Buddhism and Hinduism. 

Rajesh Jagan, 
Purchase, Chemplast Sanmar, HO.

Orange n’ royalty 
The fi rst king of Holland was from the House of Orange-
Nassau. The Royal Family of Orange reigning now in the 
Netherlands, takes its roots 
in the 13th century, with its 
importance growing in the 
16th century, when William I 
of Orange (1533-1584), also 
known as “William the Silent” 
or “Father of the Fatherland”, 
led the resistance against the 
Spanish rule. 

The name Orange takes 
its roots from the French 
Princedom of Orange, named after the town Orange in the 
South of France. The Queen’s title is a result of marriage in 
1515 between Hendrik III of Nassau-Breda and Claudia of 
Châlon-Orange from French Burgundy. The dynasty had 
been established, when their son adopted the title of Orange-
Nassau. Today orange is the traditional colour of the Dutch 
monarchy as well as beloved colour of the whole country.

A Antlin Joe Vinoj, HR, Sanmar Corporate Division, HO.

Apples and 
Oranges  

-two people/things 
that cannot be 

compared and are  
different.  

Clicked by KV Thinagharan, Accounts, Sanmar Engineering Services, HO.

Contributed by PR Somaskandan, Internal Audit, Sanmar 

Corporate Division, HO
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Black

Guess Who? ! Clue No. 10: Famous painting works include The School of Athens, The Sistine Madonna, The Transfi guration
of Jesus Christ.

Non colour – Black 
Black is considered the negation or absence of colour. It is 
conservative, goes well with almost any colour except the very 
dark. It is also confl icting connotation. In clothing, black is visually 
slimming. Black like other dark colours can make a room appear to 
shrink in size and even well lit room looks dark with a lot of black. 
Black can make other colours appear brighter.
Positive & Negative connotations of black colour
• Among young people black is often seen as colour of rebellion.

Positive: Classical, formal, powerful, mysterious
 Negative: mournful, unimaginative, rebellious
• In most western countries black is the colour of mourning.
Neolithic
• Black was one of the fi rst colours used by artist in Neolithic cave 

paintings. 
• In 14th century royalty, clergy, judges and government offi cials 

in much of Europe wore it.
• Later 19th and 20th century, English romantic poets and 

businessmen wore black colour also.
Roman Empire
• Black colour was projected for mourning; it was frequently 

associated with death, evil, witches and magic.
Ancient Egyptians
• Here black had very positive associations. It was colour of the   

rich black soil fl ooded by Nile.
• It was colour of “Anubis” god of underworld who took the form 

of black jackal and protection against evil to dead.
• People widely believed that devil appeared midnight in a 

ceremony called “black mass”. Usually in the form of black 
animal, which is often goat, dog, wolf, bear, deer accompanied 
by “familiar spirits”.

N Palanivel, Quality Assurance, Sanmar Speciality Chemicals, Berigai.

Black Leopards have distinctive 
dark spots called rosettes that create 
beautiful patterns 

The Raven’s intelligence is possibly 
its most winning feature. These birds 
can be trained to speak. 

Consumption of  Blackberries helps 
your brain alert, thereby maintaining 
clarity of thoughts and good memory.

This unusual and rare Bat Plant has 
beautiful foliage and a fl ower that is 
bat-like in appearance.

Black Magic

Black magic is the malicious 
counterpart of benevolent white 
magic. Traditionally, it referred to 
the use of supernatural powers or 
magic for evil and selfi sh purposes. 
In the Harry Potter series - black 
magic, including various spells and 
curses, is referred to as “the dark arts” 
against which students are taught to 
defend themselves.

Black Forest cake 
The cake is named not 
directly after the Black 
Forest (Schwarzwald) 
mountain range in 
southwestern Germany but 
rather from the specialty 
liquor of that region, 
known as Schwarzwälder 
Kirsch(wasser) and distilled 
from tart cherries. This 
is the ingredient, with its 
distinctive cherry pit fl avour 
and alcoholic content, that 
gives the cake its distinct 
fl avour.

Little black dress
The “little black dress” is 
considered essential to a complete 
wardrobe by many women and 
fashion observers, who believe it a 
“rule of fashion” that every woman 
should own a simple, elegant black 
dress that can be dressed up or 
down depending on the occasion. 
Fashion historians ascribe the 
origins of the little black dress to 
the 1920s designs of Coco Chanel 
and Jean Patou intended to be 
long-lasting and versatile.

Black Sheep
-a person 
who is a 

disgrace or 
embarrassment
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Guess Who? ! 
Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino, better 
known as Raphael, was an Italian 
painter and architect of the High 
Renaissance classicism. His work is 
admired for its clarity of form and 
ease of composition and for its visual 
achievement of the Neoplatonic 
ideal of human grandeur. Together 
with Michelangelo and Leonardo da 

Vinci, he forms the traditional trinity of great masters of that 
period. He is best known for his large fi gure compositions 
in the Palace of the Vatican in Rome.
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Did U Know?
1. Libya fl ag was a solid green colour before August 2011.

2. There is no such thing as a naturally blue food.

3.Black on yellow are the two 
colours with the strongest 
impact.

4.The safest car colour is white.

5.White cats with blue eyes are 
usually deaf.

6.Scotland has the most redheads.

7. Scorpions glow under ultra violet light.

8. Mars appears red because it’s covered in 
rust.

9. The coloured part of your eye is called 
the iris.

10. The rarest type of diamond is 
green.

11. Crocodiles are colour blind.

12. Grasshoppers have white 
blood.

13. Red light has the highest 
wavelength.

Across

1. Term used for a specifi c group of 18th century scholarly 
and intellectual women (12)

6. Freshwater fi sh that can see both infrared and ultraviolet 
light (8)

10. Colour in a child’s room said to help develop the 
imagination according to colour theory (6)

11. Was the colour of House of York in the English War of the 
Roses (5)

12. Term used as a slang for a U.S dollar bill (9)

13. Physicist who published his fi rst controversial paper on 
colour (11)

Down

2. Vegetable turns green when sun burnt (6)

3. Term comes from blue casino chips, which have a high 
value (8)

4. Internet entrepreneur, who suffers from red-green colour 
blindness (10)

5. Is the rare, persistent, irrational fear of colours (12)

7. Marine crustacean blood is colourless but when exposed 
to oxygen turns blue (7)

8. Breed of dogs that are always white at birth (9)

9. Flags of Indonesia, Finland, Netherlands, Poland, France 
and Thailand are represented in one country fl ag (6)


